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Introduction

An enhancement/depletion mode (E/D) GaAs MESFET logic is being developed for achieving high_speed,
low-power digital LSIs. In order to realize excellent performance on g/O CaAs ICs, the basic FET structure and

the device Pattern size have to be optimized. This paper includes the experimental results concerning FET
structure and the performance dependence on device geometry. A 37.2 ps propagation delay (tO6) was obtained
with very low power dissipation (eO=261 pW) from a l5-stage ring oscillator with submicron (0.4 pm) gate FETs.
FET Structure

A recessed gate FET structure
depletion

rl

effect^'.

has hitherto been widely adopted

for reducing the unfavorable surface

However, such a structure may not be the best choice for large scale

ICs.

The closely-

spaced electrode (CSE) FET strucutre (Fig.l), where the source-gate and the drain-gate spacings are shortened
down to about 0.4

p.2),

has essentially no recess or steps on the GaAs surface. The CSE FETs exhibited 40-

50% lower source and drain series resistances than the conventional recessed gate FETst). This indicates that

the unfavorable surface depletion effect can be effectively lowered by this structure. Gate breakdown voltage
(BVGS) and drain breakdown voltage (BVDS)
BVGS=-9

for the CSE FETs are: BV"r=-10 V, BVnS>li V for E-EFTs and

V' BVDS>16 V for D-FETs, which are high enough for safe IC operation.

Device Geometry

Fifteen-stage ring oscillators (Fig.Z) witn different gate lengths

(L")

ana gate widths (W") were

fabricated on the same wafer. Lengths and widths of the interconnects were fixed for all oscillators. Active
layers were formed by selective implantation of 30t'+ into
S.I. GaAs substrate2).

In Fig. 3r relationships between tpd and

L"

are shown, with W" as a parameter. In the case of relatively

large size devices (W"=20 pm), tpd was improved as

L"

became short, even in the submicron gate region. For

small size devices, however, the reduction in tpd tends to saturate in the same region. This will be due to the

Fig.l

SEM view

Fig.Z

of a CSE FET channel

region.

Photomicrograph

of a

oscillator (W"=tg Urnl
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ring

effect of stray capacitance.

°r long LG Case, the input capacitance for the next stage inverter

In wide WG

becomes dorninant. Propagation delay was found to follow the relation:tpd°

Dependences of tpd and Pd on supply voltage(VDD)f°

CLGl°

5 in this case.

r large size devies with different LG are compared

in Fig.4. It is seen that tpd can be effectively improved with small sacrifice of increase in Pd by decreasing
LG・

The minimum tpd° f34.l ps was achieved at VDD=5° O Vin LG=0° 4 μm/WG=20

this subrnicron gate device still operates at high speed (tpd=37.2 Ps)at VDD=1・
dissipation(Pd=261

μm deViCe. It is noted that

O V with very low― power

μW).

Further experirnental results concerning static and dynarnic characteristics dependences on device
parameters,and the performance of recently exarnined subrnicron gate E/D GaAs binary frequency dividers will
also be presented.
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年 Speed― power characteristics comparison.

